CONNECTING THE DOTS

HOW TO GET AHEAD BY INTEGRATING GPS FLEET MANAGEMENT

THE EVOLUTION
OF TELEMATICS
As technology has evolved, day-to-day business processes
have become faster and easier. In the past, life as a fleet
manager meant spending considerable hours locating drivers
and take phone calls from unhappy customers. Telematics
started to break this down by giving you ‘dots on a map’
to schedule work and keep your customers up to date.
This basic technology has developed significantly over
the years. Thanks to data analytics we now have more
information at our fingertips than ever before. However, as
technology has matured, so have customer expectations.
Your customers expect immediate, easy access to
information, whether they’re a consumer waiting on a courier
or a project manager standing on a construction site.

Telematics has moved beyond simply locating your vehicles.
You can now use this data to streamline your whole business
and give your customers real-time updates. GPS tracking has
opened the door to a variety of useful insights. You can track
how long drivers spend on the road and onsite, as well as their
driving behaviour, how much fuel they consume and when their
vehicle is scheduled for a service. This type of information is
crucial to driving greater efficiency across your entire fleet.
Whatever your biggest challenges are, telematics can be
applied to find solutions and identify areas of improvement.

“Telematics has moved
beyond simply locating your
vehicles. You can now use
this data to streamline your
whole business and give your
customers real-time updates.”

CUSTOM
FLEET
INTEGRATIONS

Managing a fleet involves the constant juggling of
variables and day-to-day challenges. That’s where
custom integrations can greatly increase efficiency, by
aligning existing business systems with GPS tracking
to automate processes and push the data you’re
collecting to where you need it.
By integrating other systems with telematics, you can
easily pass information between systems without
having to collate or compare data. Custom integrations
help with day-to-day tasks like payroll and scheduling,
significantly reducing manual input. This frees up staff
to work on more meaningful tasks. Here are some
examples of how to integrate telematics with other
systems for greater efficiency:

JOB SCHEDULING
Integrating your job scheduling with telematics will
significantly reduce the amount of time your team
spends on administration. Assign incoming work to
employees with full visibility into everybody’s allocated
jobs and the location of your vehicles. Schedule
recurring jobs more efficiently by measuring exactly
how long it takes for drivers to arrive onsite and how
much time they spend there.

ROUTE OPTIMISATION
By integrating with job scheduling, you can also optimise
the routes your drivers take. Adjust routes to avoid
obstacles like traffic congestion at peak hour, reducing
the time it takes to drive to each job. This means you can
schedule more work for your drivers, increasing the time
spent with customers rather than on the road. You’ll also
reduce fuel costs, driver fatigue and excessive wear on
your vehicles.

PREVENTATIVE MAINTENANCE

POOL CARS

Keep your vehicles on the road and avoid nasty
surprises by integrating fault code monitoring with
your GPS fleet management. This will identify issues
before they become problems and send real-time alerts
to the driver or fleet manager. You can also program
maintenance reminders to avoid the danger of more
serious repairs that could result from a missed service.

Integrating your pool car booking system with GPS fleet
management will greatly improve fleet visibility. Now you
can pinpoint any drivers responsible for reckless driving,
reallocate vehicles that have been booked but are not
being used, and identify inefficiencies where people are
repeatedly travelling to the same place at the same times
in multiple vehicles.

ONLINE PAYROLL

CUSTOMER EXPERIENCE

Organising payment for employees based on an hourly
rate can be complex, particularly with overtime and
holiday rates to factor in. Integrate your payroll system
with GPS fleet management to remove room for human
error or timesheet manipulation. Track exactly how
many hours each driver spends on the road and send
this information to your payroll system without any
manual input.

Improve the customer experience and increase loyalty
by integrating GPS tracking with your customer-facing
applications. Whether it’s somebody at home waiting on
a takeaway pizza, or a team of builders getting ready for
a concrete delivery, your customers will be able to see
exactly how far away their driver is. Let people choose the
timing of deliveries rather than giving them a four-hour
window to wait.

ESCALATION OF ALERTS

DRIVER CAMERAS

With all of the data you’re capturing on a daily basis,
there’s a risk that crucial safety alerts will be missed.
Integrating your telematics with a third-party security
organisation means nothing is overlooked and your
drivers can enjoy a safe working environment. For
example, if a vehicle rolls and nobody sees the email
alert, this can be escalated to a patrol unit, ensuring the
safety of the driver.

Integrating GPS tracking with vehicle security cameras
allows you to monitor driver safety, verify any issues or
provide proof of service. Whether you need to establish
who was at fault during a collision, or confirm that a
bin truck picked up from a specific street at 7am last
Thursday, you’ll have accurate location data and security
footage of each vehicle in your fleet.

HOW CAN
THIS HELP?
No matter what your key challenges or key performance indicators are, you can integrate your systems with
telematics to help improve operational efficiency and the customer experience. GPS fleet tracking integrations
allow you to streamline your business by providing accurate, actionable data, reducing the time and effort
you spend on manual processes. However you choose to integrate, the biggest benefits are:

ACCURACY

TIMELINESS

AUTOMATION

Stop relying on manual logs
or employee timesheets
for information. Track your
data automatically and leave
no room for human error or
fabrication. Accurate data will
give you increased visibility
into the performance of
every vehicle and driver.

Access data immediately
so that you can make any
necessary changes and bill
your customers without waiting
for timesheets or logbooks to
come back. This means you can
bill customer sooner and get
revenue back into the business.

Reduce the time it takes to get
information into your business
systems by automating
processes. Now you can reallocate
these staff resources to more
meaningful work, controlling
costs and generating revenue.

To learn more, call 0800 447 735 or visit teletracnavman.co.nz
THINK ABOUT THE INK BEFORE YOU PRINT!
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